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7.　Legal History
The Japan Legal History Association （LHA） held its 70th General Meeting 
at The University of Tokyo on July 14 and 15, 2018.
First Day:
Symposium: Mixed Legal System and Legal History
(1) Introduction
 Emi, Matsumoto （Professor, Aoyama Gakuin University）
(2) Custom and Slavery in the Mixed Legal System of the 18th Century
 John W. Cairns（Professor, the University of Edinburgh）
(3) Comment
 Kennichi Moriya （Professor, Osaka City University）
(4) Loanword and Legal Transplant: Two Analysis frameworks for 
“Ubuntu” Concept in South African Law
 Thomas Bennett（Professor, University of Cape Town）
(5) Comment
 Kozo Ogawa （Professor, Senshu University）
(6) Whole discussion
 Coordinator: Yasunori Kasai （Professor, the University of Tokyo）
Second Day:
Individual Presentation
(1) “Princely Law” and Development of Public Law Studies in Imperial 
Germany
 Naoki Fujikawa （Assistant Professor, Kobe Gakuin University）
 Coordinator: Naoko Matsumoto （Professor, Sophia University）
(2) Study of Medieval Cities and Sources of Legal History
 Dan Sato （Associate Professor, Kyoto University）
 Coordinator: Kaoru Kitano （Professor, Komazawa University） 
(3) Choice of Court and “Right Process” in Procedure of the Later 
Kamakura Period
 Nina Kurose （Doctoral Student, Tohoku University）
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 Coordinator: Ryo Hatakeyama （Professor, Ryukoku University）
(4) Research Mobilization and Joint Research in Jurisprudence: especially 
the National Research Council of Japan and the Japan Society for the 
Promotion of Science in Wartime
 Yusuke Koisikawa （Research Fellow, the Tokyo Institute for 
Municipal Research）
 Coordinator: Emiko Nakaami （Assistant Professor, Shumei 
University） 
8.　Sociology of Law
The Japanese Association for the Sociology of Law held its 2018 General 
Meeting at Kagoshima University on May 26 and 27. 
Symposium: Civil Society and the Sociology of Law 
1.　General Symposium: Civil Society and the Sociology of Law 
（1） “Introduction: Civil Society and the Sociology of Law”
 Kiyoshi Hasegawa （Professor, Tokyo Metropolitan University）.
（2） “Historical Basis of Civil Society and Sociology”
 Akira Koba （Professor Emeritus, The University of Tokyo）.
（3） “Suehiro, Kawashima, Kainou and the Theory of Civil Society”
 Katsumi Yoshida （Professor, Waseda University）.
（4） “The Renaissance of Civil Society Theory and the Sociology of Law”
 Seigo Hirowatari （Professor Emeritus, The University of Tokyo）.
（5） “Comments on the Symposium”
 Iwao Sato （Professor, The University of Tokyo）.
2.　Mini-Symposium Part 1: Civil Society and Social Exclusion
（1） “Social Exclusion of People with Disabilities”
 Shoichi Sato （Professor, Kokugakuin University）.
（2） “Cities Facing the Refugee Crisis: the Role of the Civil Society in Paris, 
a Refuge City”
 Chikako Mori （Associate Professor, Hitotsubashi University）.
（3） “Different Forms of Exclusion of the Homeless in Japan”
